
6485
dripnose bead

Exclusive

PVC with mesh

5 mm plaster

20 pieces

2.5 m

Application: ETICS

The dripnose bead acts for an exact and robust termination of render with a dripnose at roller shutter

casings, underside of balconies, windows lintels, plinth weatherings without profiles etc. Due to its

punched and chequered construction and its two-sided mesh stripes it achieves a very good

connection with the plaster and a crack formation in this area will be minimized as far as possible!

Equipment of the product:

The dripnose bead is produced out of impact resistant and UV- and weather-proof PVC

The mesh of the dripnose bead is alkali-proof and dislocation resistant

Important details:

Cool and dry storage

Horizontal transporting and stocking

Please allow for the processing guidelines of the manufacturer of the thermal insulation systems /

ETICS.
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648502
dripnose

corner profile outwards

Exclusive

PVC with mesh

5 mm plaster

10 x 10 cm

10 pieces

Application: ETICS

The dripnose bead acts for an exact and robust termination of render with a dripnose at roller shutter

casings, underside of balconies, windows lintels, plinth weatherings without profiles etc. Due to its

punched and chequered construction and its two-sided mesh stripes it achieves a very good 

connection with the plaster and a crack formation in this area will be minimized as far as possible!

Equipment of the product:

The dripnose bead is produced out of impact resistant and UV- and weather-proof PVC

The mesh of the dripnose bead is alkali-proof and dislocation resistant

Important details:

Cool and dry storage

Horizontal transporting and stocking

Please allow for the processing guidelines of the manufacturer of the thermal insulation systems /

ETICS.
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All details complies the up-to date our knowledge and experience. Our information characterise simply the character our products and don’t

account for contractual legal relationship. They don’t absolve the customer from verifying our products to their applicability for the contemplated

usage on their own. We reserve the right for changing due to technical or planning laws. Product-drawings on this sheet aren’t true to scale. With

publishing this technical data sheet are all back issues invalid. You can find the latest issue of the technical data sheets of our assortment at

http://www.vws.de/tmb/en. The stand of the revision is essential for the use of the products at the date of mounting. Printed versions could differ

from the effectual stand of revision. 
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648504
dripnose corner 

profile inwards

Exclusive

PVC with mesh

5 mm plaster

10 x 10 cm

4 pieces


